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DISCLAIMER 
 
THE CONTENTS OF THIS MANUAL REFLECT THE AUTHOR’S VIEWS ACQUIRED 
THROUGH HIS EXPERIENCE ON THE TOPIC UNDER DISCUSSION.  
 
THE AUTHOR OR PUBLISHER DISCLAIMS ANY PERSONAL LOSS OR LIABILITY 
CAUSED BY THE UTILIZATION OF ANY INFORMATION PRESENTED HEREIN. 
THE AUTHOR IS NOT ENGAGED IN RENDERING ANY LEGAL OR 
PROFESSIONAL ADVICE. THE SERVICES OF A PROFESSIONAL PERSON ARE 
RECOMMENDED IF LEGAL ADVICE OR ASSISTANCE IS NEEDED. 
 
WHILE THE SOURCES MENTIONED HEREIN ARE ASSUMED TO BE 
RELIABLE AT THE TIME OF WRITING, THE AUTHOR AND PUBLISHER, OR 
THEIR AFFILIATES ARE NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR THEIR ACTIVITIES. 
 
FROM TIME TO TIME, SOURCES MAY TERMINATE OR MOVE AND PRICES MAY 
CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. SOURCES CAN ONLY BE CONFIRMED RELIABLE 
AT THE TIME OF ORIGINAL PUBLICATION OF THIS MANUAL. 
 

THIS MANUAL IS A GUIDE ONLY AND, AS SUCH, SHOULD BE 
CONSIDERED SOLELY FOR BASIC INFORMATION. EARNINGS OR 
PROFITS DERIVED FROM PARTICIPATING IN THE FOLLOWING PROGRAM ARE 
ENTIRELY GENERATED BY THE AMBITIONS, MOTIVATION, DESIRES, AND 
ABILITIES OF THE INDIVIDUAL READER. 
 
NO PART OF THIS MANUAL MAY BE ALTERED, COPIED, OR DISTRIBUTED, 
WITHOUT PRIOR WRITTEN PERMISSION OF THE AUTHOR OR PUBLISHER. 
ALL PRODUCT NAMES, LOGOS, AND TRADEMARKS ARE PROPERTY OF 
THEIR RESPECTIVE OWNERS WHO HAVE NOT NECESSARILY 
ENDORSED, SPONSORED, OR APPROVED THIS PUBLICATION. 
 
TEXT AND IMAGES AVAILABLE OVER THE INTERNET AND USED IN THIS 
MANUAL MAY BE SUBJECT TO INTELLECTUAL RIGHTS AND MAY NOT BE 
COPIED FROM THIS MANUAL. 
 
COPYRIGHT © 2009 ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 
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Introduction 

Welcome to Quick Cash! I have every technique of earning instant cash 
discussed in this e-book that is researched by me. This Quick cash e-book is 
an in depth purpose of some quick ways of making money online. 
 
Like I said it is a different focus to provide some smart innovative methods 
that can be implemented to generate an instant income from internet. 
 
Some product launches in the past talked about the techniques to work 
online but these online earning systems need lots of hard work to be done. 
You need many hours to work hard for some returns to get. 
 
Most of us cannot devote much time in the beginning. Quick Cash e-book is 
to make a difference. In this e-book, you will get to learn some techniques 
with little implementation of time but still you have the rewards. 
 
Now no need of any special skills to learn instant cash online, however you 
can get an insight into many useful strategies.  
 
 
 

 
 

Let’s get on! 
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The Right Mindset 

 

What you must expect? 

 
 
Learn the techniques from this e-book focused to suggest ways to make 
decent earning online. These can be used in many ways for more profits in 
long term. However, those tricks are necessary to focus to generate profits 
online. 
 
Remember you CAN make instant money online. But believe to do it and 
don’t give up. People don’t succeed many a times in making money online 
because they have wrong frame of mindset. Many people have a mental 
block and don’t believe it to be possible. 
 
People often do wrong techniques and ask the wrong questions – as they 
don’t believe in these methods. Be clear that you can earn online and read as 
discussed here. Just read the e-book and ACT to jump to what you want. 
Many beginners buy e-books to find magical learning’s. Just don’t expect 
money to pile up without raising a finger. 
 
No, there is no magic and instead read the techniques to understand 
thoroughly to know the tricks that will work for many others.  
Take Time to learn different techniques of making money online. Go through 
the techniques in the e-book and understand thoroughly to implement your 
first time work online. 
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Method #1 – Instant Paypal 

Affiliate Programs    

Introduction                              

What is the best of internet 

instant cash method?  

 

 

 

This recession you can get instant incomes through internet and Affiliate 
Marketing which are the two methods of making quick cash.  

Affiliate marketing is a concept of promoting others products and making 
commission from the merchants. 

"If affiliate programs accumulate your earnings to get commissions 
check then you can also get paid instantly through Paypal? 
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In affiliate marketing programs you promote products through marketing 
methods like article, forum, PPC and classifieds marketing. After your 
earnings get accumulated to a certain limit you can be receive checks from 
the affiliate networks like Clickbank.com and Commission Junction. Again, 
this is a way of earning income considered as instant quick. 

Where and how to search for these specialized affiliate programs?  

A specialized route of affiliate marketing will pay your affiliate commissions 
into your PayPal account. Search through internet or buy a directory or a list 
of instant PayPal commissions affiliate programs. The big claims by big pay 
sites are the main attraction in getting paid soon after sale. Unfortunately the 
l procedure with these programs is you have to reach a certain amount. Have 
a look to see what they offer then sign up for their program and get started 
with their system.  

How simple is to set everything and customize your prices of the products. 
Get nearly hundreds of products to your Paypal account. Just as someone 
makes a purchase of a product you get paid to PayPal account.  
 
Notice money being added to your account.  
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About The Technique 
 
It is always possible to start an affiliate products business paying you 
through PayPal.  
 
Getting skeptical by such claims of an instant home business would keep 
your confidence low and will hinder your caliber in promoting the products 
that will pay affiliate commissions to your Pay Pal account.  
It doesn't get easier than this than working from home, and looking for home 
business would be difficult to propel your earning through the roof. It is a 
tremendous home income opportunity. If you are looking for instant 
commissions affiliate system paying via Pay pal then let’s discuss the 
powerful pay pal systems. 

Quick Commission Affiliate system Provides A Huge Advantage for its 
Affiliates:  
 
• No need to worry about payment – you are paid to your Pay pal accounts. 
No waiting from the processor, for commission checks. 
 
• Don’t have to wait 30or more days to get your affiliate commissions after 
the sale –get the money quickly. 
 
• No hassle of tracking of your affiliate payouts –they’re actually paid to you. 
The tracking is known throughout for its power as an affiliate management 
tool. 
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Finding 100% Affiliate Products online 

 
Why Wait for Monthly Commission Checks Get Paid Instantly through 

Pay pal" 

Start with a search engine to get the latest programs. Search for “100% 
Commission” or “Rapid Action Profits Affiliate” on internet. 100% 
commissions to affiliates, and it is a win-win situation. 
Just sit back and the money will roll in – off course instantly! Search the 
Internet on how to get paid instantly through PayPal.  

The schemes that make promises are scams that only rip off your wallet. If 
you want to make some real money, try through proven techniques of 
making money on internet. 

 

 

The Ways of making instant Money Online     

- Freelancing get paid for hours worked 

- Paid Blogging get paid per post you do 

- Trading invest your money 

- By AdSense get your checks from Google 

 

 

There are many affiliate programs paying you instantly. A sale will get 

affiliate commissions directly to Paypal account through the internet. 

There are many Excel databases containing instant Paypal commission 

programs to purchase. 
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How Do Instant pay pal Programs 
Work? 

 

The seller doing affiliate payouts and you waiting for affiliate checks, these 
programs automatically pays commissions directly to your Pay pal account 
when a sale is done. 
The pay pal commission system is set up to pay you the 100% commission 
on every sale, giving you 50% commissions on every sale. Lower priced 
products may give you 100% commission of sales. 

Please find a selection of personally recommended instant affiliate programs 
paying you commissions via Pay pal. 

 

1. EA Profit Launcher –  

Marketing through articles is a strategy based on Ezine Articles which is a 
traffic source, and a very desirable and extremely effective product. If article 
marketing is what you can do then this is a perfect strategy, the manual and 
the strategy is easy to follow: 

Every product has its potential where one can get a check of earnings 
guaranteed. You will earn money by these techniques. Examples in these 
materials are not to be interpreted as a promise or guarantee of earnings.  
The level of success depends on the time devoted to the program and 
techniques with your finances and various skills too.  

The article marketing promotion is incomplete without knowing the views 
about marketing the articles. There are plenty ways to choose and they 
work; simply find is a cool for your business. 

 
EA Profit Launcher is a step guide for you to decide the best way. 

 
 
Plenty of hyped claims are on the internet, but probably a substantial income 
is earned as an article marketer. This is the key, choose the business model 
and stick to it, and with steps in detail, put all in action. 
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Find these inside: 
 

• Find niches for dummies, if never done before, still you can do 

it with this.  

• Select Product to fit your niches  

• Killer strategies on articles writing to encourage sales  

• Ways to write traffic pulling articles content  

• Step by step action guidance 

The creator of this product gives the direction on what and how to take 
actions required. With massive actions you can have profit in 24 hours like 
other marketers who followed these proven systems. Grab EA Profit Launcher 
and sign up for the program after sales. 
 

2. Niche Marketing -  

It is a product that is EXTREMELY and perfectly written to convey the story, 
step by step for subscribers to follow in the life in one place and you feel to 
build a solid business. 

A day in the life of and a peak behind the curtain of a marketer, what more 
could your aspiring marketing customers want. 

 

What Is Niche Marketing 

Niche Marketing is marketing and business both. Niche marketing is finding a 
segment of market for any service or product. . Your first websites must 
focus on providing products or services to the needs of the prospects. You 
are not going to compete against Amazon for general book sales. Try to 
focus on the site and marketing both. It is the best way to make cash easily 
on or off the web.  
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Three Important Rules for Niche Marketing -  

Follow these to grow your business. 

a) Meet the unique needs. The benefits you have promised to give must 

have an appeal to market niche. Provide that's compelling and identify the 

needs of audience for ways to give your product or service. 

b) Say the right thing. Approach the market niche, to speak their language 

to make audience understand and know the "hot buttons" to communicate 

with the targeted group. It’s vital to understand members' issues to 

successfully increase your sales from the niche. 

c) Always test-market. Assess the competitors in the market niche and 

determine to position against them.  Analyze competitors' ads, and Web 

sites, with pricing, and some more services offered by them. Gauge the 

receptiveness to the product or service you are offering. Move cautiously and 

manage risks carefully. 

 

3. Micro Blogging Profits –super blogging 

If your subscribers want to make money from a micro blogging source like 
Twitter then this product is the step to use twitter to make cool cash and 
build a by-product of micro-blogging. Grab MicroBlogging Profits and then 
jump on the affiliate program. 

4. Easy WP Affiliate -  

One way to pimp your word press is if your subscribers or even if you insert 
affiliate links into your blogs then upload the plugins, assign the keywords 
with the affiliate links then whenever you type the keyword, the plugins will 
automatically hyperlink it to the link. Grab EASY WP Affiliate and jump on the 
program. 

These are many more instant paying paypal affiliate programs out there to 
share, if YOU think of purchasing and first review them then gladly update 
your affiliate programs list. 
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Affiliate marketing commission 

checks 

Affiliate Marketing is tested method of making money. It is promoting 

products and getting commissions after the sale.  

You quench the thirst of making money with affiliate programs. There is an 

affiliate program that pays affiliate commissions instantly to PayPal accounts 

after making sales. If you make sales, your earned commissions will instantly 

appear in the PayPal account. 

Definitely, getting paid through PayPal needs some good searching of the 

internet or finding a directory of instant PayPal commission programs. You 

may know that making money with Affiliate marketing is promoting products 

for commissions. After joining affiliate programs, accumulate your earnings 

to get your monthly commission checks. 
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Method #1 – Guru 

Launch Cash 

Introduction 

 

The Guru Cash system is a software paying commission for every direct sale 
made by you and cash also from sales made by your down line affiliate. 
 
Cash is awarded for top 3 affiliates for sales, the Affiliate cash Prizes 
are something 

 
Another last deal of the century, don’t miss this 
opportunity!!”  

 
#1 Affiliate gets a Cash Prize of $300  
#2 Affiliate gets a Cash Prize of $200 
#3 Affiliate gets a Cash Prize of $100  
 

Guru cash Launch is a true source for earning profit online as it is a 
marketing tool known as money making machine. It has many advantages 
for a part-time or full-time earning and making profits immediately. 
 
 With extensive training anyone can become an affiliate marketer without any 
previous experience. To dream to achieve the fruits of success and splendor 
get The Information.  
 
The digital age has brought an ease in making big with a finger. When you 
read internet marketing benefits you will know that there are many 
customers lining at the gateways to gobble “get rich medication” bottle. 
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Techniques- Way to the Success 

 

If you wonder how the hell everyone is doing it. Don’t be surprised as there 
are not much secrets to their success. They did like Romans do, Thinking and 
getting rich by: 

 

J Think a strategy to innovate the” world” needs.  
 
J Think the resources required for a successful launch.  
 
J Think the “must have” benefits from things that are in existence.  
 
J Think who needs it most. 
 
J Think how can the competitors easily duplicate your success, so 
that you own the right to your product.  
 
J Think to grow.  
 
J Think to evolve your success by testing and improving again and 
again.  
 
J can’t think then pay someone to think to hold the right to the 
successful output.  
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The Guru Launch Cash: Risks and 
Rewards 

 

The misleading thing about the internet marketing is the psychological mind 
and sundry of getting money suddenly and easily from internet. Most of 
internet marketing gurus have spent dollars and months or sometimes years 
to achieve a successful result that we find easy to use. 

If you believe to wake up to lots of dollars with no blood or sweat or tears is 
mystically insane. A thinking strategy is needed to be used in the place 
outlined above.  

To believe that on internet it is very easy to hunt grounds for getting rich 
without proper planning and its implementation or without testing and 
monitoring or without reviewing is mystic. 

 It is just that believing a new pills selling for a millions each to make you live 
forever. 
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Method #3 –Super Blogging 

Introduction 

 

What is a    ? 
 
A "Blog" is an abbreviation of the word "weblog," which describes web sites 
maintaining ongoing chronicles of information. A blog is an update website 
that features diary-type links to many articles on some other Web sites.  
Blog ranges from personal to political subjects or the whole range.  
Blogs many times focuses on a particular topic, like web designing, home, 
sports, or technology. 
  
And others are personal journals, of the author's life and thoughts.  
 
 
Generally blogs have these in common:  
 

• A main area of content with articles that are listed 
chronologically, off         course the newest on the top.  

• Some articles are into categories.  
• An archive of many older articles.  
• A way to leave comments on the blog for the articles.  
• A listed links to related sites, scalled as a "blogroll".  
• Some "feeds" like RSS, or RDF files or Atom. 
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A 

 

Needs to Know 

 

To understand specific blogging there are software such as WordPress, with 

some concepts you must know.  

 

The Blog Content 

Content is the feature as catalog containing information about the latest 

news or stories. A personal blog has a bunch of reviews or observations 

updated more than once.  The content is the articles called as "posts" or 

"entries" composed by the author whether it’s one or multiple authors writing 

on different topics in a web-based interface in the blogging system itself.  

 

Archives 

A blog is a way to track articles on a website. Lots of blogs have archives 

that are based on dates. The front page features a calendar inked to 

archives. Archives are also based on some categories featuring articles on a 

specific category only. You can archive your write ups author wise or 

alphabetically. To organize articles in a fashion is what blogging is known for 

as a best publishing tool.  
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Feeds  

A Feed is special software for "Feed readers" to access a website looking for 

some new content and then to post updates about that newest content to 

another website. This keeps the user updated with the latest information on 

different blog sites. Some Feeds are RSS defined as "Rich Site Summary" or 

"Really Simple Syndication", RDF files. 

 

Blog rolls 

A blog roll is a categorized list of links to many other web pages to which the 

author of the blog finds interesting. These links are to other blogs with same 

interests. The blog roll is in the "sidebar" on the web page or is featured as a 

separate web page. Blog Rolling and blogs are websites providing interesting 

functions related to blogrolls. These provide methods to maintain these blog 

rolls effortlessly. For users benefit Word Press has a built-in Link Manager for 

creating and managing blogroll and not to depend on third party. 

 

Syndication 

A feed is a machine usually XML publication updated regularly. It is published 

by weblogs. Some feeds are usually RSS Atom and RDF. Tools called "feed 

readers" keep a check on specified blogs to track they have been updated or 

not, after the blogs are updated, the new post and link to it is displayed, with 

an excerpt of the post.  

The feed reader actually looks for new items automatically download it for to 

read.  So that you don't need to check all blogs you want to read. You just 

have to add a link to RSS feed of the blogs you want. Then the feed reader 

informs you if any of the blogs get new posts..  
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Comments 

For an interactive website the readers love to leave comments, or 

impressions about a specific article. On Blogs Posting comments is the 

exciting feature of blogging. Most blogs allow visitors to write or leave 

comments.  

There are nifty ways for other bloggers to leave comments without visiting 

the blogs! This is Called "pingbacks" or "trackbacks"; where other bloggers 

get informed.  

The exciting feature of blogging tool is the comment. This interactive feature 

lets users to comment on posts and link them to your posts and recommend 

them known as trackbacks and pingbacks. This ensures online conversations 

painlessly among various website users and the websites. 
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Paid blogging 

 

People make money, to supplement their income or sometimes to replace it. 
There are different ways on the Internet; in which blogging is the easiest for 
the long term. Surprisingly it is easy to set up small websites and get paid by 
blogging.  

In fact, with proper guidance in you can have these moneymaking blogs 
within few hours only? The key is to get paid by blogging by a blog set up the 
start. Of course, there more than just a blog set up to make money.  

One thing is finding the subject matter to discuss. Focus on particular subject 
and not about random information in your head. People find your blogs 
because they are interesting in the subjects will give returns regularly and 
provide you with more income.  

In order to get paid blogging, you are also going to need advertising on your 
blog website. There are several different ways in which you can get this 
advertising which include contextual advertising, such as Google Adsense and 
affiliate programs.  

By targeting your advertising to be of interest to people who are visiting your 
blog regularly, you will have the best opportunity of making money and 

perhaps even making a living.
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Making Money with Sponsored 
Blogging 

The process is simple just sign up with sponsored blogging sites and give 
them the web address of your blog. These networks have a stipulation that 
your blog must be 3 months old etc. before applying.  

So always look at the Terms of Services and wait until the blog is approved 
by their administration. This takes few days after the blog is approved, see 
their marketplace or you can just wait for some sblogging offers that will 
soon arrive in your inbox or website dashboard.  

If you decide for a specific offer, then write a post according to that 
instruction given. Publish it and let the blog network know of the page URL.  

Once your post is been approved, you’ll get a payment according to the time 
frame. Earn easily around $5 to $500 for a single post, according to its 
popularity and niche of the blog. 
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16 Sponsored Blogging Networks 
to know 

Some networks are well known for paid blogging. This list has paid blogging 
websites to help you to make money from blogs. 
 
 
1. Payperpost  

 

 

This is the largest sponsored blogging offering greatest offers with vibrant 
bloggers to support each other from a forum. In addition of Pay per Post 
Direct and affiliate programs you will extend the income potential by most 
networks. 
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2. Review me 

 

 

ReviewMe is a sort of a marketplace where advertisers visit for reviews from 
many blogs. Many ‘high-end’ and popular blogs are been registered with 
ReviewMe.  

The earning is substantially higher for blogs well established and with large 
audience. Big blogs earn upwards from $100 to 700+ for single post and 
there are fewer rules than the Payperpost.  

The disadvantage for ReviewMe is that they take 50% commission for the 
services they offer. 
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3. Sponsored Review 

 

 

Sponsored Review is a network similar to Review Me but offers more 
functionality by letting you negotiate the fees with advertisers and also bid 
for offers from advertisers. 

It takes 35% commission for services and you may earn from $10 to 500+ 
each. Their only drawback is lack of many advertisers. 
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4. Blogsvertise 

 

 

Blogsvertise doesn’t have advertiser offers instead the website administrators 
will match to your blog and send their offers then you may choose to accept 
or decline their offer you see. 

Generally, you’ll get one or two offers every week. They however pay on time 
and thats the benefit of working with them. 
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5. Blogitive 

 

 

Blogitive pays to bloggers a flat rate and that is of US $5 each advertiser 
offer without any thing else in to consideration that is the size and popularity. 

Blogitive advantages are that payments are weekly via Paypal. But it has a 
poor bunch of advertisers which is something that needs to beimproved. 
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6. LoudLaunch 

 

LoudLaunch is a paid blogging network featuring good advertiser offers. But 
your blog must be more than 2 months and it pays via Paypal.  
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7. Blogger Wave 

 

BloggerWave’s is a website paying for posts around $10 per post. Not too 
many restrictions and payment via Paypal. BloggerWave have been late in 
paying many bloggers so some suggest it to be a scam. 

Apparently, now they made good recently on payments and hopefully 
bloggers are now using BloggerWave. 
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8. Smorty 

 

 

Smorty rates for posts are $6 every posts to increase popularlity of the 
blog. Posts are approved within a week and payment is through Paypal every 
week. There aren’t advertisers at the moment but might change in the 
coming future. 
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9. PayU2Blog 

 

 

PayU2Blog started some months ago and seems to be in progress. There is 
no marketplace allowing browsing for offers and functions like Blogsvertise. 
Payments are every two weeks via Paypal only. 
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10. Blogging Ads 

 

 

Blogging Ads recently re launched with a good and new look. It’s not 
different from Blogitive, note that only put 10 posts per month can be posted 
and the rate is $5 per post. Payment is weekly via Paypal. Blogging Ads 
have less advertiser offers. 
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11. Creamaid 

 

CreamAid is a blog program that has a twist. All bloggers have an option to 
display a widget allowing earnings by referral commissions whenever some 
another blogger takes up an offer. 

CreamAid is fun to get paid to blog but their monetary potential is weak. You 
can earn not more than $5 for offers. 
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12. V7N Contextual 

 

 

V7N Contextual is not actual technical get paid to blog because you don’t 
have to write a post most of the times.  

You have to transform a specific keyword in your posts into a web link to that 
advertiser’s website. You will get $10 per link. 
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13. LinkWorth 

 

LinkWorth is one of search engine marketing companies offering much 
monetization option for bloggers. For example bloggers sell contextual links 
in posts or can write sponsored posts for specific topics. 

Other methods are rotating ads, in the content itself ppc advertising and 
packaged links ads. LinkWorth gives 70% revenue for ads and payments are 
monthly via Paypal, wire, direct deposit or check. 
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14. BlogtoProfit 

 

BlogtoProfit gets you paid for posts about every sponsor’s products or 
websites. It doesn’t have any user interface or any dashboard and no 
marketplace to allow choosing offers. 
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15. LinkyLoveArmy 

 

 

LinkyLoveArmy gets you paid to blog but their website doesn’t say what they 
do. The design is cluttered and there’s no FAQ or any guide for all bloggers 
wanting to sign up. This is a small DIY setup so dont expect many advertiser 
offers. 
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16. InBlogAds 

 

InBlogAds is a network allowing selling text links and blog posts both. It 
started quite well while a back but now it seems to be dead. Any new offers 
are not available and definitely outclassed by other blog networks. 
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The Difference between a Blog 
and CMS 

Soft wares that provide a proper method of managing the website are called 

as "Content Management System" or CMS.  Many software programs are a 

specific CMS that provide some features to create a blog, and then you can 

publish it on the internet just as simple article writing, and organizing 

categories. 

Some CMS programs have sophisticated features; with a basic bloggers 

blogging tool for you to work easily and, handle the logistics in making your 

composition publicly available. You focus on blogging tool and the site 

management. WordPress is such an advanced blogging tool providing a set of 

good features by its Administration Panels.  

So set options for presentation of your blog. These Administration Panels 

help you to easily compose a proper blog post, then just push a button, and 

make it published on the internet, just instantly!  

WordPress takes pains to make your posts on the blog look good, the text 

must also look beautiful, and also the html code must generate conforms to 

proper web standards.  

If you think of starting out, then read the Getting Started thing with 

WordPress, it contains all the information to get the WordPress set up fast 

and effective, as well information on basic tasks to be performed within 

WordPress, like to create some new posts or to edit existing posts. 
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Conclusion 

 

As mentioned paid posts are reliable methods of earning an amount of good 
money from your blog. The way to set up a blog around a topic of a 
particular interest and then you can generate income by the display of the 
affiliate programs, products or the online services. 

 You don’t have the need of large numbers of daily visitors, although always 
keep in mind your potential you have for profit increasing when your blog 
becomes well known. Another way of earning money from blogs is effectively 
use of paid blogging networks.  

By becoming a member of paid blog websites, you will be paid to blog on the 
advertiser’s products, services or websites. Blogs are publishing platforms 
viewable by search engines and customers both. Advertisers search 
exposures for their businesses and often purchase these sponsored links or 
instead written content to generate public visibility.  

These advertisers will pay directly to each specific assignment. You can blog 
for companies, paying $10 per post to $50 per post, for 250 to 500 words. 
It’s great to make money by blogging. 

If you are interested in blogs for money making then keep blogs to a large 
and great reputation. Remember that a popular blog means monetization 
options increase and more money in the long term. So start up your blog it 
will take time, if you are really interested. 
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Method #4 Freelancing Writing 

 

Introduction 

 

 

Thanks to new opportunities that have come up for freelance writers. From 
your home, you can earn or make some money by just exploring the avenue 
available as a wordsmith. If had an email asking the question that "How Did 
I Get started?" Luckily, I had a bit of background that I was a former 
technical writer who wanted to turn a freelance writer at home.  

So I started it as part time to make few dollars. 

 I suggested an administrative assistant to start a freelancing writing setup 
such as brochures, articles and newsletters. I suggested her for a full time 
magazine writing to cover stories.  

To "get some experience" the first step is essential to show some potential in 
your writing. You can put together your thoughts and experiences. Without 
having a website or a blog you can give this service. No matter what you are 
and who you are only who must have internet and good writing skills.  

The path to become a freelance writer is to move ahead step by step. 

 
 

Start Freelance Writing 
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So, how do you go? What you write, must be perfect and fit the subject as a 
freelance writer. 

 

• Start Volunteering for writing projects with a local non-profit.  
• Start writing flawless article on topics that interests you.  
• Use a piece of your write up that you have written in the past     

      employment.  
• Start a blog.  
• Start writing for blogs 

 

In the Beginning freelance writers tend to start on the wrong foot. You must 
watch out for some tips before you go for your writing business. 

1.  How to Market your Services:  

The #1 thing to become a freelance writer is to show your services and get 
your clients. Surprised? I mean to be a successful writer you must have 
services to offers and also make everyone ware of it then only you can your 
bills and have a good living. Everything cannot be just started in one go, it 
must be step by step. So don’t go crazy and just start. 

2. Taking Low Paying Work:  

It the start of the work or your first assignment you will find very enticing to 
work for low rates but think are you doing this for sake of some money or 
you are not confident on your skills of writing. May be you need to think 
about it and think about your ability.  

Don’t price yourself low it’s just working hard for peanuts and will hamper 
your confidence. Too low price will burn you out.  

 

 

 

3. Booking Too Many Clients:  
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Always avoid to take too much work, and don’t do too fast, it is a risk of you 
burning out. And this mostly happens of rock-bottom pricing. Freelancer 
writers taking too much work of their clients end up doing writing day and 
night, for which they struggle hard to keep up... 

4. Missing Deadlines:  

Your credibility is often damaged if you start pushing back the 
deadlines. Clients look for work from you taking you as an expert who is also 
professional with reputation but when you underestimate your clients 
projects it give a wrong impact of your working reputation. You must always 
convey your client that how long it will take for an assignment.  Your clients 
also have their deadlines to meet! Put a good the impact of your work done 
on time. Don’t make an impression of an Unreliable writer... 

5. Losing Referral Business: 

 Current clients become the best source for your new business.  You must 
always ask for more work from your current clients, it's a wonderful idea to 
spread your ability and the word of your work to their colleagues. After that 
you will definitely get better work paying you good, also without spending 
much time in selling yourself. Because you are being recommended by your 
clients who know your work and you are trusted for that... 

6. Keeping Bad Clients:  

Particularly in lean times it is tempting to keep some bad clients. 

If they are the micromanaging types, or price-hagglers, bad clients will kill 
your motivation for keeping you work. Try to avoid this and fire these clients 
- your sanity will absolutely thank you. ... 

7. Listening to Negative People: 

 If you are new to this freelancing field people around you will not 
understand and take you as capable as you think and won’t understand your 
goals if you explain clearly. Most people are never been self-employed so this 
is something challenging for them or threatens them to do new. Don't give 
an ear to them! 
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Becoming a Freelance Writer 

 

MAGAZINES 

If you are interested in writing, magazines the pick a copy 
of writers market as it has all the list of magazines that hire 
freelancers to write for them. You will get to see listing I all 
categories from horse to collage to relationships etc.  

You can choose your interest and start on it just about any topic could 
possibly make you help to write articles in magazines. Preview these listing 
and you will find by clicking on their database at www.writersdigest.com a 
large number of writing stuff. You can also have a nice and use full database 
at www.woodenhorsepub.com.  

A magazine always seeks submissions on time and of all lengths and 
different types. If you are new to this then try out some short pieces first 
before selling full length articles. These short pieces of write ups arte known 
as fillers and are some paragraphs or few lines or tips that are found in many 
magazines. 

WEBSITES 

Websites pay well but less than magazines. As there are websites giving 
good rates for freelancers you cab be paid $2 a word. Websites have 
advantage of short lead times, easy staff accessibility, and more 
opportunities for assignments. 

To find them, visit www.inscriptionsmagazine.com, or 
www.writersweekly.com, www.absolutewrite.com.  

These offer several listings for which you must complete your contact 
information and some other guidelines. Instead of The completed article, 
editors prefer to have a short letter explaining your writing caliber, and your 
qualification to write it.  

Start with an impressive "hook." It means the first sentence, and it must 
have unique, interesting or shocking or funny, or informative things about 
the article. In the next paragraph give the basic gist to what are you writing.  

In the next paragraph, give exactly you want to deliver in the section give a 
piece of your thought. If you have experts quote, or got interviews or 
research, then mention it. The final paragraph is the "about you" section. If 
you have writing experience, it belongs in this part of the query. Mention any 
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relevant credits. If not, don't say a word about your lack of experience! Just 
keep quiet about it. Finally, enclose of your writing with 2-3 Clips of your 
published work. If you don’t have anything published, enclose unpublished 
written samples.  

When you are querying through e-mail, there some choices to send clips: 
first one is that you can easily copy and paste the articles text in the e-mail, 
or you may send the links of your work on other websites, or just create your 
website known as a "calling card," and post several articles to show the 
editors.  

GREETING CARDS 

Ever saw the cards and thought you have written better? Now here is your 
best chance. If you can write short prose with a very personal touch, you 
might get in to the greeting card house. Light humor is sought more and for 
all occasions like birthdays, weddings, "get well soon,” etc. 
 
If you want to start here are some websites for greeting card companies: 

• Amberley Greeting Card Company: 
http://www.amberleygreeting.com  

• Blue Mountain Arts, Inc: 
http://www.bluemountain.com/cards/box  

• Cardmakers: http://www.cardmakers.com  
• Card$mart: http://www.cardsmart.com  
• G.C.A. (Greeting Card Association): 

http://www.greetingcard.org  
• C-ya: http://www.c-ya.com  
• Gallant Greetings: http://gallant-greetings.com  
• Gardening Greetings: http://www.GardeningGreetings.com  
• Gibson Greetings: http://www.gibsongreetings.com  
• Kogle Cards: http://www.koglecards.com  
• Milliday Greetings: http://www.milliday.com  
• Mixed Blessing: http://www.mixedblessing.com  
• Palm Press: http://www.palmpressinc.com  
• Paper Lantern: http://www.paperlantern-gifts.com  
• Peaceable Kingdom Press: http://www.pkpress.com  
• Sports Spectrum: http://www.sportsgreetingcards.com  
• Sunrise: http://www.interart.com  
• West Graphics: http://www.westgraphics.com  

Send for guidelines before your submission and most prefer you to write, one 
idea each card with your contact information. 
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BOOKS 

The book market is tougher than other freelancing work. It is based on your 
ideas where you have to write one or more book proposals. The package of 
yours sends to publisher an explanation of your book and what the market 
for this kind of book. 
 
If your book is a non-fiction proposal, you need an introduction or a synopsis 
of an overview of the targeted market, the competition, and some details of 
your book including word count, illustrations or photos, delivery time etc., a 
section or an outline about you and detailed contents, of 1-2 sample 
chapters. 
 
In your fiction book you need an introduction, details of your book like the 
genre, word count, a brief section about you, a synopsis of the book 
approximately two chapters, and an outline of your idea or plot. 

Once you are done with this, you can send the proposal to some agents to 
market the proposal or you can also market it yourself. If you want to 
market yourself, try out www.find-a-publisher.com for listings, or some 
Writer's Market. 

BUSINESS WRITING 

The best-paying freelancing work is in the corporate world. If you have the 
quality to write concise, catchy, direct sales material, you can be in a position 
in the field of writing. Writers are also very much in demand to make 
brochures, many sales letters, also radio commercials, flyers, and much more 
for businesses. 
 
If never done before, then try to write or just rewrite for organizations, to 
build a portfolio. Then send brochure giving your service details to 
businesses. Find information by contacting the company and explain your 
expertise. 
 
You will find avenues for slogans for products like t-shirts and doormats! This 
is a lucrative field to work hard and market you, and also handle the 
rejection. Good luck to you! 
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Driving Massive Traffic 

Introduction 
 

Generating money via internet depends on two factors: 

1. Conversion 

Let me explain you what Conversion is and it is also VERY important! Think 

does it matter your website having lots of videos, testimonials, etc., but 

viewer on your website…  

Of course it’s Plain and simple that the marketers fail because they don’t 

have traffic to their websites! The purpose is to make sure that your targeted 

traffic steadily goes up by applying many simple tactics regardless of your 

experience level. 

 

2. Traffic - Discover the Secrets   

By surfing the Internet most of the times you will 
encounter many different online opportunities for 
business choose from. People assume that 
choosing the right opportunity is the only thing 
needed for online business.  

But the reality is that there is more needed 

than just selecting the online business.  

The first thing to focus is the choice you made to promote your self or yore 
business. If you are in search of something to derive massive traffic to your 
business online or to your website you must look for an effective way to do 
so. The efficient way to drive traffic to your webpage is utilizing the most 
powerful weapon of article marketing. 

 It is the concept of writing articles on keywords for people to search in 
search engines. The articles position you in front of people looking for your 
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offer. That’s why article marketing is powerful to drive massive traffic to 
online business opportunities.  

 

Another best thing of article marketing is that you can grow and learn the 
basic fundamental things on web. A proven fact is that the keywords rule the 
online business world so if you are master and learn the keyword 
optimization then you may continue with articles to master the Internet.  

But it takes time and more of dedication to happen. Generating massive 
traffic to websites is the most important aspect and needs some learn to do 
on your part. The fact is that without the traffic on your website nothing is 
possible.  

 

And you won’t earn proper income as it is the blood of the life of your 

business. 
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Six Effective ways to Generate 
Massive Traffic 

 

 

 

Learn to generate thousands of visitors every month to a website. 

Below get some easy ways to get visitors to your site.  

 

1) Article marketing 

This is the primary way of lead generation. Articles concerning topic of 
interest to all major directories with a link to the website in the resource box 
is a good option. Try to at least write 10 to 20 articles per day with some 
keywords research with Word tracker then include keywords in the title.  

The directories have a high page rank and usually your articles are easy to in 
the search engines. Articles submitting to directories prove to drive huge 
traffic at high conversion rate. Another reason for Article Marketing to work is 
that the traffic is superbly-targeted. While you drive traffic, you actually 
brand yourself and also that the articles last means your posted article today 
will still drive traffic to the website for another 12 months. 

2) Forum marketing 

You can literally drive visitors in minutes with this. Just you have to Find 
targeted forums and suggest people who want help. If you give a good 
advice these people visit your website you mentioned in forum signature. It 
is the instant and also free method to drive huge traffic using the power of 
forums marketing. There are many forums to join. Ideally, get involved in 
forum with your promotion. Search on Google to know where to start from. 
Register and include your web page link in the signature. Then whenever you 
post you will have the link of your signature down your comment.  
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Invest 30-4o minutes every day and make 3-4 posts on 2-3 forums. Now 
after a month or so you will have around 150-200 posts with links to your 
site. Just don’t spam the forum and make blatant solicitations. This will ban 
your account and/or distort your reputation. Make true posts and a proper 
presence of you on the forum to grow your network. People check your 
website via the link in the signature. 

3) Press releases 

An easy option to drive visitors is to announce an event 
to some sites like Prleap or Prweb. They gain traffic as 
they have high page rank making your website being 
taken up by the media.  

4) Posting On Online Classified. 

Tons of classified online can be used to post ads free. Classified websites like 

Craigslist, Backpage, Adlandpro have traffic and, your online ad will be visible 

to all.  More people see your ad the more traffic to your website. There are 

people looking for the opportunity on classified websites. One tip to save 

time is post ads on “less traffic section” of Craigslist, Backpage or Alexa.  

5) Start & Update Your Blog. 

Blogs are powerful method to drive traffic to website. Supply a link of your 

website in the blog. Generate traffic by finding blogs and posting comments 

with your link. This will drive non-stop traffic to website. Remember, to focus 

90% of internet efforts on TRAFFICING. After a constant traffic, tweak your 

website, autoresponder emails, etc., only for increasing your conversion 

rates. Everything falls into places if you have traffic on your website. 

6)  Email Signature. 

You probably have list of many peoples email. These are who know you and 
so put a signature in the email with a link of the website. It will be seen on 
every email sent by you. Shoot a mass email on a daily basis and trust me, 
your link will be noticed and clicked by them. 
 This way you can drive traffic too. 
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A brief list of benefits you get after trafficking. Driving Massive 
Traffic from Yahoo, Google & Msn 

 

If you are fed up by the scammers getting rich systems, do find impossible to 
make money? If you are tired of purchasing online courses but are ineffective 
and with no much information you need? You hate that? 

Numerous times it happened to me and I know its killing… 

So right here, I will share a real deal. This is NOT the l “”loop hole”", on 
tactics or some complex systems out of reach of you all.” Get websites in 
yahoo, Google or MSN, and search engines. 
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Get targeted visitors 

 

 

 

 

Derived by knowing "Massive Traffic Secrets"  

Quick and Easy Google Crawl and Index Websites  

Immediate Targeted Traffic to your website 

 A Surefire Step-By-Step experience for high amount of Traffic 

 Get Noticed On the Web 

Start Your Way to Making Money with Lots of Sales from Your 
Websites  

Getting Indexed In Yahoo, MSN for More Traffic  

Quick and Easy Process for Your Websites  

Save websites Submission Services Every Time  

Use Website Traffic to check Conversions  

...And More, Much More!  
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Conclusion 

Let's Wrap Up... 

 

With many sales and also with those profits now you are very much able to 
get and generate qualified prospects. With much time to save and you are 
now able to grow your online business and also manage it.  

You don’t need to worry for online quick cash as you have many options from 
affiliate programs to blogs and article marketing and many more. Getting 
massive targeted traffic has become easy to get that next visitor and the 
sales too. Now it feels good and you are satisfied to put up your online setup 
and start earning cash. You want to go out for a vacation or want to get off 
those debts you worried for. 

Make extra cash online by home based business for quick cash. Easy to work 
from Home and get 6 Figure Money. Now getting rich by making extra cash 
quickly for payment of some bills or other things the Secret & Success 
methods have been shared to you for New Online opportunity. 

Take time off, and get a fancy car you dreamt of and wanted to buy or buy 
your dream home. Get cash faster & easier with very popular methods 
legitimately for you. 
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The power of good quality work for your 
website! 


